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Black bass are abundant in Louisiana waters
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LAMAR CLEMENT

By F. Lamar Clement, Director

Louisiana Wild Life and Fisheries Commission

'"pHERE have been many kinds of campaigns calculated to conserve and restore
J- America's wildlife resources and doubtless there will be many more. Some will
be strikingly successful others dismal in failure. But regardless of the fate of each
sincere endeavor to protect our state's and nation's natural wildlife, the fact that

someone was interested enough to initiate and promote
each one, holds nothing but good for the future of our
furred and feathered friends.

In olden days as well as today (or tonight) a bright
and shining light has been too often used to destroy some
bird or animal. Each succeeding year penalties are made
heavier for ravagers of this kind. There is a peculiar at-

traction for a wild animal to a bright light and as a result
game hogs have used this method to kill. This type of
violator is becoming and more the prey of all enforcers
of game laws, and it is hoped that in the not too distant
future such slaughter of our wildlife will have been ended.

There is another bright light killer, however, whom the
game warden and the game laws have thus far been unable
to touch. You might call this new "Jack-lighter" an innocent
or unconscious destroyer, but the number of victims he leaves

dead along the highway attests to the harvest he reaps.

As you drive through the country virtually every mile you traverse bears tragic

evidence of this country's "highway killers". Mutilated bodies of animals of all kinds
are found in ever increasing numbers. There will be dogs, cats, rabbits, opossums, oc-

casionally a skunk or a rat, turtles, birds, and quite often snakes. Although none of
these were killed wilfully, a great many of them died as a result of careless driving

or lack of feeling for the safety of our wildlife specimens and it is certain that the

great majority of them were killed at night time when they became blinded by auto-

mobile headlights.

This roadside carnage (for that is what it is) adds up to the belief that many
drivers of automobiles at night do not know how a little effort on their part can save

many lives, even their own sometimes.

During the last year several accidents have been reported caused by automobiles

running into deer on the highway at night, and one accident was reported after a

deer had leaped into a passing car. So you see it pays to be extra careful when driving

through deer country, for your own safety, as well as for wildlife on the highways.

In fact, looking out for your own life should always be the first concern of every

driver. By this I do not mean that you should try to avoid hitting wild creatures if

so doing is going to jeopardize any human's well being, but you can do much to save

the life of wild things without risking your own.

Here are one naturalist's driving tips:

1. When you see an animal on the road ahead, touch the horn and turn the wheel

a trifle, if necessary, to avoid him.

2. When you see birds lined up on a fence or wire ahead of you, give your horn

a toot. This usually scares them away to safety. If you wait for them to be frightened

by the car itself, it often happens that one or more will fly into windshield or grill.

3. At night, use the foot switch found in most modern cars to blink your lights up
and down when you see a small animal ahead. For some reason they seem to be

dazzled and confused by a steady beam.

4. If a deer crosses the road ahead of you, slow down to a snail's pace. Deer usually

travel in herds, and the next one in line may hit your car.

5. Try to appreciate, in general, the value of our wildlife and its importance to the

nation, and spare it whenever you can!

If you go on a trip this summer, count the number of rabbits, 'possums, birds,

skunks, etc., you find dead along the highways and you'll be amazed at the total you

get in just one day's driving in the country. Then remember that total is only a small

part of the grand total of such birds and animals killed every day, or night, through-

out the state. Go then, a bit further in your figuring and you'll find that the worst

predator anywhere is the heedlessly driven automobile, day or night, but most deadly

at night.



The Mourning Dove

Picture In Louisiana
By Steve Harmon

Weep no more for the mourning dove at the hands of

the hunter. Surveys by scientists have proven that regardless

of what sportsmen may do, few doves live more than a year

anyway and the hunter is responsible for less than 20 per-

cent of the annual dove mortality.

These facts have been brought out by a cooperative dove

study made by ten southern states and the U. S. Fish and

Wildlife service. The Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries com-

mission's Pittman-Robertson section, which is headed by

John D. Newsom, coordinator, conducted the study in Louisi-

ana.

The vast majority of doves are lost to natural mortality

which includes such things as starvation, mortality caused by

adverse weather conditions, predation and disease. Few of the

natural deaths of these birds are as quick and clean as death

by the gun of the sportsman, Newsom says.

The mourning dove, the commonest dove in Louisiana, is

a game bird in this state and throughout the south; in other

parts of the country it is classed as a songbird.

Because of its status as a game bird the U. S. Fish and

Wildlife service and the Louisiana Wildlife and Fisheries

commission are especially concerned with evaluating popula-

tion fluctuations which may occur in any part of the

mourning dove's range. Various methods are being used for

obtaining indices of abundance and for determining the

relative contribution of mourning dove population to the

localities where shooting must be controlled. This is done

by analyzing data obtained by road counts, dove call counts

and banding counts.

Call cowrts -and random road counts are the two most
useful methods yet developed for determining population

trends. Banding data are especially useful in determining dates

and patterns of migration and longevity.

Call counts are made by selecting a 20-mile route over

secondary roads and stopping at one-mile intervals to count

cooing doves. This count is started thirty minutes before sun-

rise and lasts for one-and-one-half hours after sunrise. Ran-
dom road counts are made by all commission biologists in

their travels. This is accomplished by tabbing all individual

birds, pairs and flocks which are designated as three or

more birds. This is then averaged out on a mileage basis.

There are several races of mourning doves which occur
in the United States, however, since the common mourning
dove or Zenaidnra macroura carolinensis (L) is the most
common in the Southland, this account has confined itself

to this sub-species. The mourning dove is often called the

"Turtle Dove", a name it acquired when the Romans in-

vaded England. The Roman soldiers, noting that the call of
this strange brownish-gray bird sounded in their language
like the equivalent of TURL, named the bird the TURL.
Later sailors picked up the' word and when it was eventually

established that the bird was a dove the name stuck . . .

"Turtle Dove."

According to dove call counts made by the Pittman-
Robertson biologists in Louisiana, a comparison of the data
obtained during 1954-55-56 showed that although there was
a significant decrease in 1956 in the doves heard calling in

1956 over all comparable routes from those made in 1955,
there was little change evident from the counts made in

1954. However, the number of doves seen has remained rela-

tively constant during the three-year period. This would seem

to indicate that the dove population is at a peak and the

decrease in calling activity may be the result of population

pressures which have, in effect, reduced breeding activity.

In 1955, Louisiana had a split season, beginning dates of

which were September 16th and December 19th. During

both parts of the season, 407 individual hunter's bags were

checked and the following information was obtained: Kill

per hunter effort, 3.4, and kill per hour hunted, 1.12. Of
the 1,275 doves bagged during the September season, ap-

proximately 60% were juveniles and 40% were adults;

while in the December season, approximately 30% were

juveniles and 70% adults. This would seem to indicate that

production during 1955 was somewhat below normal.

The Fish and Wildlife Service in cooperation with the

various state conservation commissions is conducting nation-

wide dove banding projects and their goal is 200,000

banded dove nestlings over a five year period. At comple-

tion, the vital statistics obtained by banding alone will be

used to draw conclusions as to dove management. These sta-

tistics will give better information indicating the movements

of doves from breeding areas of known population density

to the various concentration points during the migration and

winter months.

At present, important information on the mourning dove

which is common in every state in the Union, Canada,

Mexico and the West Indies, is gathered each year when
dove call counts are made nation-wide between May 20 and

June 10. In this way the number of nesting doves is com-

pared to other years. This, plus the number of doves seen,

gives an index to dove population ups and downs.

As has been said before, the recovery rate for banded

doves is very low, less than four birds out of every 100

banded are recovered, therefore, it is felt that recoveries

which would result from 200,000 banded nestling doves are

necessary to reach proper conclusions.

Dove shooting requires good marksmanship and that is

why statistics show that hunters spend Si 1,000,000 annual-

ly for shotgun shells used for doves. This would scare some
people into thinking that the dove is on its way out through

hunting pressures. Others think that because statistics show
that about one half of all dove nests are destroyed by ad-

verse weather and predation, these too would doom the dove

to etadication.

However, here nature takes over with its natural protec-

tion of wild things . . . over-production. The dove is the

only game bird on the North American continent that nests

more than once a year and its story is that of almost any

species in the animal kingdom . . . namely, that if all of

the offspring of one pair of any living species were to sur-

vive there would probably be no room on this earth for any

of the others. Nevertheless, even though the dove is prey to

disease, starvation, predation, nest destruction by the ele-

ments and the hunter's guns, its population may be kept

constant through wise conservation management methods

evolved from information gathered on population density

assembled annually, scientists maintain.

The official reports show that hunters bagged 19,000,000
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doves last year in the United States and Canada and that

the number of doves shot on this continent annually is

greater than the combined number of waterfowl taken.

However, if you think the dove is an easy mark, this is

what James Lockhart, the famous painter of wildlife has to

say, in Sports Afield, about his little junket in the fields,

sans brush and easel.

"I broke the double and laid the two empty shells care-

fully on the ground. Eighteen of them were there in a neat

little row. Another dove came sailing over high and to the

right. I swung carefully and fired. There were now 20 shells

in the row. 'These birds are impossible to hit!' I said to my
companion. He smiled; he was a dove hunter ... he knew.
'Keep trying,' he said. 'The shell makers are still ahead of

you.' I thought briefly of stabbing him, but more birds

were coming in.

"I had painted my mourning dove picture while a pair

sat in my Chicago suburb backyard. They were cooing at

each other, looking more like lovebirds than game birds. It

wasn't until that dark day in the Alabama cornfield that

I learned how deceiving looks can be.

"That day I ran my string of misses to 28 straight. My
gentle lovebird of the North had turned into a mad creature,

wild as a Comanche, with a flight invented by Satan solely

to torture shotgun addicts. Nineteen million doves were
killed in 1955. I can't imagine how.

"I don't think doves are particularly bright, certainly not

like a wild gobbler. Their top speed can't touch an old

canvas-back. They stick to open country and open shots. The

crudest of blinds will fool them. What's the allure, you ask?

"Well, of what other game bird could you say you missed

28 straight your first day and not apologize for it? You
can with these fellows. Where can you shoot from an easy

chair until your barrels get hot? Dove hunters don't need

any fancy equipment. What thrills compare with the sight

of these feathered bullets boring across the sky straight at

you, confident that the wizardy in their wings will outwit

you? Take my word for it, it probably will."

One center of dove banding activities in Louisiana is Sel-

man field, in Ouachita parish, from which the commission's

biologists operate. During the past four banding seasons

Biologists Charles "Chili" Baur, Flavil Hollis and Joe L.

Herring, District II Supervisor, have banded a total of ap-

proximately 8,000 doves.

Traps are placed over the area of concrete blocks which

are former foundations of the Army barracks used during

World War II. The birds are banded with a small aluminum

band which fits around the leg. The band is capable of

sliding loosely up and down between the foot and the knee

joint thus the bird is unhampered in any way. A number is

stamped on the band for identification purposes with in-

structions "Notify Fish and Wildlife Service, Washington,

D. C."

So it would seem that so far biologists are evolving plans

so that through cooperation and coordination our dove popu-

lations can be kept fairly stable by a careful study of the

bird and its habits and problems plus the fixing of regula-

tions for its preservation. As for this year's doves, most of

them won't live long enough for the hunter to get a shot

at them and on second thought perhaps that's why the dove

is our symbol of peace ... he never lives long enough to

start a fight.

field near Monroe. More than
old airfield landing strip. At the

i.OOO

left
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Waterfowl fly over hardwood in North Louisiana

Opportunities In Wildlife

By Howard A. Miller

Southern forests contain some of the most valuable

and attractive wildlife habitat in the United States. For

this reason the forest owner is in an excellent position to

provide sporting opportunities in connection with the or-

derly management of forest lands.

Large and diversified acreages in blocks of sufficient

size to provide a management unit are required for satis-

factory wildlife production, however. With the possible ex-

ception of quail and squirrel, blocks of less than 5,000 acres

do not afford favorable wildlife opportunities.

Integration of wildlife and forest management is not

inimical to the original intent of the forest owner. Certain

basic facts, however, must be recognized. First, all forest

types are not necessarily suitable for all major species of

wildlife. Selection of species to be given consideration must

be based, therefore, on the forest itself and the requirements

of the species for food and cover. Second, management
techniques applied for improvement of forest stand structure

and composition also offer opportunities for improvement
of forest habitat. Third, no wildlife populations regardless

of the perfection of habitat can be maintained in satisfactory

numbers in the face of illegal kill. Unless trespass laws can

be enforced and wildlife protected at the critical seasons of

the year, management programs are futile. There are many

examples in the South where satisfactory wildlife populations

have been maintained in forests with nothing more being

done than complete protection.

If the major objective of the forest owner is wildlife

management, then intensive development is required. Sale

of forest products can in most cases carry the costs of an

intensive wildlife program and at the same time return a

sound profit to the owner. Practices such as predator control,

highly developed food patch plantings, and intensive use

of prescribed fire are required where major emphasis is to-

ward wildlife. Forest owners in this category should consider

employment of a forest-wildlife consultant to guide manage-

ment practices, integrating forest management into the wild-

life program.

Most forest owners consider the wildlife resource as a

secondary use of the forest, but do not object to integration

of wildlife programs into their management plans so long

as forest growth is undistrubed or additional expense not

incurred. Silvicultural practices for the purpose of improving

the composition and structure of the forest, prescribed use

of fire, and construction of roadways and firebreaks need be

modified but little to improve the forest environment for

wildlife.

There are six major forest types in the Southeast which

Louisiana Conservationist



offer unlimited opportunities for wildlife management. On
the basis of area occupied, they are considered as follows:

Loblolly shortleaf pine: This important forest type oc-

cupies over 28 percent of the commercial forest acreage

in the Southeast. Although species composition is not so

favorable for wildlife as other types, the fact that the type-

occurs over such a wide area places it in high priority for

consideration as to its wildlife capabilities.

Tree species found in the loblolly-shortleaf forests favored

by wildlife are hawthorn, persimmon, blackgum and red-

and white oaks. Since large acreages of the type are under

intense management for forest products, a conflict has arisen

between forest managers and game technicians as to the pro-

per management of the type for multiple benefits. Persimmon
and red oak found on southern exposures in the loblolly-

shortleaf type are often so defective as to be of little value

commercially. Pine, on the other hand, will grow well and

into quality products. The forest owner can rarely see bene-

fits to his economy in sustaining growth of defective and

cull species.

In order to obtain maximum multiple benefits in the

loblolly-shortleaf pine forest, wildlife should be given con-

sideration in the stream bottoms where hardwoods grow well

into quality products and on such other sites where hard-

wood products of nearly equal value to pine can be produced.

In the management of the forest for sawtimber the hard-

wood component is beneficial in inducing natural pruning

of crop trees, thus increasing the value of the pine saw-

timber. Loblolly-shortleaf pine forests are attractive to deer,

turkey, fox, squirrel, and in a lesser extent to quail.

Oak-bickory, found in the rolling hills of many parts

of the Southeast, is an attractive forest for wildlife. Past

heavy cutting for quality oaks and pine has resulted in

leaving the present stand with a heavy percentage of unde-

sirable oaks and defective hickory. Small diameters are pre-

valent in many of the forests. Important wildlife tree species

native to the type are shagbark hickory, black cherry, black

gum, white oak, dogwood and chinquapin. To bring thsee

forests under management will require removal of cull and

undesirable growing stock. Wherever oak-hickory forests are

being managed for sawtimber and veneer, large diameters

will be found and an excellent wildlife habitat will result.

Wildlife species basically adapted to this type are deer, turkey

and gray squirrel.

Oak-gum-cypress, commonly referred to as bottomland

hardwoods. Tree species found in the type which are im-

portant to wildlife are cherrybark oak, water and willow oak,

Nuttall's oak, hackberry and persimmon. Although the origi-

nal composition and structure of this type has been drastically

changed through many years of selective removal of quality

hardwoods, the type still produces excellent habitat. The
present unbalanced situation may be remedied through ap-

plication of stand improvement measures removing cull and

undesirable growing stock. Such practices together with

present and future management policies for products such

as factory grade sawtimber and veneer will result in providing

habitat attractive to deer, turkey, gray squirrel and water-

fowl.

Longleaf-slash pine. In these forests of the coastal plain

is found some of the most intensive management for forest

products in the South. Depending on the forest product being

produced, longleaf-slash pine forests are attractive to certain

wildlife species. Under management practices where the

end product is small diameters on short rotations and clear

cutting, deer and quail would find attractive habitat. Check-

erboarding of clear cutting would offer desired interspersion

required by wildlife. Prescribed burning, which is an accepted

management technique in the longleaf-slash pine type, re-

sults in the establishment of desirable wildlife food plants

particularly legumes, in the ground cover. Light grazing by

cattle may imporve the forest for squirrel.

Longleaf-slash pine forests managed for large diameters.

in addition to deer and quail, are attractive to wild turkey.

Associated tree species which would be found under sawlog

laurel oak, live oak and black gum.

Oak-pine. Past heavy cutting for quality pine and oak,

together with a past high incidence of fire, has resulted in

much of the present oak-pine forest containing a residual

overburden of poor quality hardwoods and insufficient pine

stocking. Many of the species composing the basic type,

however, are excellent wildlife trees as well as desirable grow-

ing stock for management purposes. White, northern and

southern red oaks, hickory, balck gum and yellow poplar are

desirable hardwood species, mixed with varying percentages

of loblolly, shortleaf and Virginia pines. White pine and
hemlock are often associated with the type where it occurs at

sufficient elevation. If the practice of growing a desirable

species where it does the best is followed, natural features of

the terrain will become important. Broken and rolling ter-

rain dissected by streams will produce a desirable composition

of the forest stands. Management for forest products such

as factory-grade hardwood sawtimber and pine sawtimber

should result in excellent habitat for deer, turkey, squirrel

and grouse.

Appalachian Hardwoods, composed of remnants of lob-

lolly-shortleaf, oak-hickory and beech-birch-maple forest

types where they occur in the mountainous portions of the

Carolinas, Kentucky, Tennessee and Georgia, provide a

high quality wildlife habitat for several species; deer, turkey,

grouse and both gray and fox squirrel. Significantly, the ma-

jority of Appalachian hardwoods under industrial ownership

are being managed for sawtimber and furniture veneer.

Now, as to wildlife species:

Deer—Although the white-tailed deer is classed as a forest

inhabitant, non-forest lands as great as 25 percent inter-

spersed throughout the forest contribute an important seg-

ment of its range. High quality deer range is found in

forests having a diversity of type and age class.

The creation of extensive areas of young hardwoods either

by large-scale cutting operations or agricultural land abandon-

ment has in the past been responsible for rapid increases in

deer populations. More stable populations, desirable from a

management standpoint, may be maintained in forests of all-

aged character, or where ages are distributed in a group-wise

manner over extensive areas.

Fortunately, proper forest management is also good deer

management and a program of frequent cuttings is a good

guarantee of a satisfactory and reasonably stable habitat.

Removal of undersirable hardwoods from pine stands may

adversely affect the food supply on the particular area treated.

In most cases, however, management for quality hard-

woods in the stream valleys and river bottoms interspersed

throughout the pine type will offset the loss of porr quality

hardwoods on slopes and ridges.

Deer is a ruminant whose diet is chiefly vegetable materi-

als, consisting of browse, a wide assortment of herbaceous

food-stuffs, and certain fruit when available. Vegetable ma-

terial and browse supply by far the bulk of the food consumed,

suckle and herbs during spring and summer. Oak mast is

a winter staple in years of abundance, supplemented by

browse, of leaves, buds, twigs and bark. Winter diets can

be imporved by planting annual rye-grass or fescue on forest

roadqays and firebreaks.

WILD TURKEY—Due to its shyness, forest areas of less

than 15,000 acres are not considered suitable for wild tur-

key management, unless considerable effort is placed on pa-

trol against trespass, supplementary food provided, and an

intensive use made of prescribed fire. In addition to ade-

quate food and cover provided by the forest, water must

be well distributed throughout the range.

At least 26 percent of the forest should be mature or seed

bearing hardwoods, preferably oaks, beech, blackgum and

dogwood.

There should be well interspersed openings occupying
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approximately 15-20 percent of the acreage. These can be

in the form of service roads, fire lanes and log or pulpwood
roads which are expected to be used periodically. Intensive

grazing by cattle or deer is the most compatible with turkey

management.

SQUIRREL—Gray and fox squirrel are fundamentally in-

habitants of the forest. In general, gray squirrels prefer vast

acreages of hardwoods, either on the uplands or on bottom-

lands adjacent to the larger rivers. Fox squirrels prefer a

mixture of pine and hardwoods, although paradoxically they

are often found in the same forests as the gray, particularly in

open and park-like stands.

The preferred food of squirrels is mast of hickory, white
oaks and to a lesser extent, black oaks, beech and pine. They
also feed on berries and other fleshy fruit.

In addition to food, a basic habitat requirement is the

presence of den trees. . . preferably oak, blackgurn or beech
at least 15 inches in diameter-breast high. It should have a

good thrifty crown and a small hole such as might be made
by a broken limb hollowed out by woodpeckers. Large cavi-

ties in the hole are not suitable for squirrel dens, as they

afford entrance for competitor animals such as opossum and

raccoon. To maintain a shootable squirrel plantation, there

should be two or more den trees per acre, and additionally,

three or four food trees such as oak or hickory. Based on

average acorn and nut yields of food producing trees and

food requirements of squirrels, it is estimated that from 7

to 15 oak trees over 15 inches in diameter will provide
sufficient mast to carry one squirrel from September through
April. Squirrels seldom move over five miles, more generally
a mile, which would indicate that if the required food and
den trees were within a mile radius, basic minimum food
requirements would be satisfied.

Modern management of hardwood forests favor squirrels.

Products such as sawlogs and veneer require growing large
diameter, healthy trees. If the dictates of financial ma-
turity are followed in selecting trees to be cut, the resulting

forest will be all-aged, mixed species which is excellent squir-

rel habitat.

GROUSE—Ruffed grouse is typically a bird of the forest.

In the South its range is largely confined to the Appalachian

hardwood forest. Grouse is one of the few species of wild-

life which appears to demand definite cover types seasonably

throughout its annual life cycle. These cover types are divided

into five classes, namely, drumming, nesting, brooding, molt-

ing and wintering.

Because the grouse requires drumming logs during the

breeding season, no area will be occupied if drumming logs

are lacking. Nesting sites selected by grouse vary although

usually the nest is near the base of a tree, log or stump.

Closely related to the nesting cover is the availability of low

growing vegetation where the young may feed, after hatching.

Grouse usually molt from July to September and during

that period retire to thickets. Winter cover, which is ex-

tremely important, consists of pine or hemlock thicket where

they may be found, rhododendron and laurel, and hard-

wood thickets.

Winter food consists mainly of buds from birch, hazel,

willow and alder. During other seasons of the year they feed

on mast, fruits, seeds, foliage and insects.

QUAIL—Bobwhite quail is normally a bird of agricultur-

al areas. Possibly due to changes in farm practices in recent

years, quail are more often found in forest areas. In the

main, however, this movement is in response to hunting

pressure and being forced there in order to find food and

cover. A checkerboard pattern of farm lands and woodlots

offer an excellnet opportunity for quail management. Man-

agement techniques, however, are more involved with farming

practices than with silviculture.

SMALL MAMMALS—Small game and fur bearers, such

as opossum, raccoon, red and gray foxes, and wildcat find

chief habitat in second growth hardwoods. This habitat is

more attractive when small streams are plentiful.

Under normal habitat conditions huntable opulations can

be maintained through strict enforcement of season and bag

limits. Raccoon, opossum, fox and wildcat are considered as

predators on wild turkey and ruffed grouse. Wildcats are

predators on deer, praticularly fawns. Opossum and raccoon

are competitors for dens required by squirrels.

WATERFOWL—In sections of the South where large

rivers overflow bottomland forests, excellent waterfowl habi-

tat is found, particularly if the forest contains an appreciable

number of oaks. Most of the species of black oaks bearing

small acorns is fine waterfowl food. All that is required

to make this food supply available is water. Flood control

and drainage over a period of years have resulted in more

infrequent overflow of bottomland feeding ranges. To uti-

lize this habitat, artificial flooding may be considered.

The technique of artificial flooding developed in Arkansas

ricelands and recently refined by the U. S. Fish and Wild-

life Service, is called green tree reservoir management. In

considereing establ/'shment of a successful green tree reser-

voir for waterfowl, three factors must be present; first, ample

waterfowl food as found in a forest stand containing acorn

bearing oaks, such as pin oak, willow oak. Nuttall's oak

and cherry bark oak; second, able water supply which can be

controlled; and, third, provisions for draining the water off

the land prior to tree growth. Water depths of one foot to

18 inches is considered optiomum for waterfowl feeding.

It is not necessary that the ground be completely flooded.
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Woody Plants, Grasses. Weeds And Herbs

Used By Southern Wildlife

Common
Name

Botanical

Name
Game

Use Species

Parts

Eaten

laurel

Maple
Juneberry

Shagbark hickory

Hackberry

Hawthorns
Dogwood
Hazelnut

Persimmon
Beech
Witch-hazel

Holly

Mountain
Bayberry

Blackgum
Slash pine

Shortleaf pine

Longleaf pine

Loblolly pine

Virginia pine

Cherry

Oaks
Groundoak
Sumacs
Blackberry

Rhododendron
Elderberry

Greenbriar

Grapes

Ragweed
Beggarticks

Doveweed
Chufa
Partridge pea

Beggarweed
Wild millet

Buckwheat
Fescue grass

Lespedeza

Ryegrass

Birdsfoot trifoil

Bahia grass

Paspalum
Smartweed
Pokeweed
Milo
Vetches

Acer sp.

Amalanchier canadensis

Carya ovata

Celtis occidentalis

Crataegus sp.

Cornus florida

Corylus sp.

Diospyros virginiana

Fagus grand/folia

Hamamelis virginiana

Ilex sp.

Kalmia lalijolia

Myrica caroliuensis

Nyssa sylvatica

Vinus elliotii

Pinus echinala

Pinus paliistris

Pinus Taeda
Pinus virginiana

Prunus sp.

Ouercus spp.

Ouercus minima
Rhus spp.

Rubus sp.

Rhododendron sp.

Sambncus canadensis

Smilax sp.

Vilis spp.

Ambrosia sp.

Bidens sp.

Croton sp.

Cyperns esculentis

Chamaecrista sp.

Desmodium sp.

Echinochola sp.

Fagopyrum esculen/um

Festuca sp.

Lespedeza bicolor

Lolium sp.

Lotus corniculatus

Paspalum notatum

Paspalum boscianum

Polygonum sp.

Phytolacca americana

Sorghum sp.

Vicia spp.

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F,C
F,C

F,C
F.C

F
F
F,C

F,C
F.C
F.C

F.C

F
F.C
F
F.C

F.C
F.C

F
F.C

F.C
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F.C

F
F
F.C
F
F
F
F
F

D.Q.S.T S,T,L

G,S S,T

D,S,T S

D.Q.S.T.W S

G.S.T.D S.B.L

D.G.Q.S.T S,T,L

G,S,T S.B

D.S.T.Q S,T,L

G.S.T S,T

D,G,S,T S.L

D,G,S,T S,T,L

D,G T.L

D.G.Q.T S,T,L

D,G,Q,S,T,W S,T,L

Q,T S

Q.T S

Q.S.T S

Q.T S

Q,T S

D.G.Q.S.T S.T.L

D,G,Q,S,T,W S,T,L

S,T S

D.G.Q.T S.T.L

D.G.Q.S S.L.T

D,G L,B,T

D,G,S S,T,L

D,S,T S,L,T

D.G.Q.S.T S.L.T

D.Q.T S.L

Q.T S

Q,T S

Q.T.W.D R
Q,T S

D,Q,T S.L

Q,T,W S

Q,T,W s

D,T S.L

D.Q.T S,L

D,T,W L
D,Q S.L

Q.T S

D.Q.T.W S.L

Q,T S

D,Q S,L

D.T.Q.W S

D,Q,T S.L

Key to Use: F-food; C-cover.

Key to Species: D-deer; G-grrouse; Q-quail; S-squirrel; T-turkey; W-waterfowl.

Key to Parts Eaten: S-seed; L-leaves: T-twigs; R-roots; B-buds.
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THE BIRDS

AND

THEIR FEED

By Hannah M. Yates

You can find the Blue Jay almost anywhe
one of the birds that comes very close to out

but picturesque, he is popular with all.

in the cities and the woods and it is

imes. Cannabalistic, noisy, and abusive

The art OF attracting birds to the garden or grounds and

keeping them there may be mastered by almost anyone pro-

vided they are willing to find out what things are necessary

for keeping birds contented and feeling secure in the en-

vironment afforded them.

Birds, first of all, are constantly seeking food, water and

cover, translated in our own language this would mean the

oft spoken word "Security".

As for food, we don't think you can ever overfeed birds,

because if they get what they like under the right conditions,

the more you feed them the more species they will bring

along with them to share the plenty.

However, in order to have birds accept your offerings,

one must gain their confidence and this means one must

learn to recognize certain birds and learn what they require

in the way of trees and shrubs for cover and also there

must be some sort of a supply of fresh water in the area

where one wishes the birds to visit or stay. Along with this

will come the knowledge of the difference in the diets of

the birds and this will project you into the question of what

food producing trees the various birds prefer because an

abundance of natural food is also required besides the food

you may supply them yourself. By this is meant those trees

and shrubs which produce fruit, seeds, berries and afford

cover.

As we have said, birds must always have a convenient

supply of water. In the garden a bird bath will suffice, how-

ever, workable bird baths require two essentials. First, the

container which holds the water should be of varying depths

so that the bird will be able to wade and approach and

leave the bath with ease and haste. It doesn't matter particu-

larly what the container may be made out of. It may be

an elaborate "store bought" one or an old dish pan or even

the lid of a garbage can. Just see to it that the bird can

get in and out and frolic and fly away without difficulty.

If a bird encounters any difficulty in emerging from a bath,

slips on the sides, etc., that bird will never return. The
second requirement, and possibly the most important one, is

that the bath must be in a place that is inaccessable to cats

and other enemies. This, too. applies to bird feeders be-

cause no amount of food will induce a bir dto approach

if there is danger from a cat, dog, or some other predator.

Try any inducement you want and you will find that all

will fail if the birds sense the slightest indication of hidden

danger. This fact sometimes puzzles the neophite bird fanci-

er; this sudden disappearance of the birds from the garden.

However, you may be sure that when this occurs there is

something wrong so look for the hidden cause and you will

doubtless find it somewhere about.

Besides the water and food you may offer there are many

trees, some of which may already be in your garden or on

your grounds, which give a reasonable amount of protection.

Big comfortable shade trees, such as elms, maples, oaks and

even large fruit trees attract orioles, while an old wood-

pecker hole may make an excellent hideaway for another

species.

The mocking bird who lights atop your chimney and

cavorts and sings for hours has an affinity for red cedars

and, of course, for suet and tidbits of his liking that you

have provided for him. After he has acquired confidence,

you will see him hopping across your lawn in search of

hidden away grubs and worms, in a way repaying you for

your efforts to attract him. Also you will find that red

cedars have an attraction for robins, flickers, eastern blue

birds, cedar waxwings and myrtle warblers, some of which

are visitors or permanent residents of our state.

Besides the mocking bird, the saucy little house wren is

another bird that enjoys the voices of people and who can

be invited to take up abode quite close to you in a neat

house safe from feral animals, or perhaps the neighbor's pet

cat. A window box filled with geraniums and petunias out-

side my breakfast room proved comfortable quarters for a

pair of these friendly birds one year and our family became

quite attached to them and watched with interest the rearing

of their tiny brood. The little dwellers felt secure in their

knowledge, I am sure, that so long as we were there no

harm would come to them. The song of the proud male

was indeed a matter of great satisfaction and pleasure to us.

By the side of the screen porch a tall spruce tree was

the home of a pair of vivid cardinals . . . the male, so regal

with its top knot and contrasting with the dark green foli-

age. Nearby was a privet hedge that provided berries to

their liking and they made themselves at home in the ad-

jacent bird bath as though it were their own private pool.

During a severe windstorm that summer the baby cardinals

were toppled from their nest, however, the children being on

the alert, called the gardener who restored the little birds to
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the nest and all went along as usual thereafter in their

household and ours.

A source of delight and amazement to everyone who
grows outdoor flowers is the ruby throated hummingbird,
the most bejeweled little living helicopter one can imagine.

They are residents from the Gulf Coast to Central America
until spring flowers farther north provide nectar and insects

for their natural menu. However, an inverted glass Mason
jar water fountain such as is used for young chicks, filled

with sweetened water makes a good substitute for the nectar

when flowers are scarce in your garden and ofttimes serves

to keep the hummingbirds around the garden during their

stay.

One of the most entertaining diversions for the bird fan-

cier is the keeping of a sort of log of the birds. By watch-

ing from a window if you will jot down the number
and species that visit the feeder or birdbath the results

of the tabulation will surprise you and aid in the identifica-

tion of new birds that are attracted. We do not have space

here to go into the identification of birds but good books

on the subject are obtainable at any bookstore at small cost

and will aid you in this fascinating and popular pastime.

Another very important part of the diet of many birds

is suet. Just plain beef suet which may be obtained from
your butcher and suspended by strings where the birds may
help themselves to it. Some people melt the suet down and

mix it with seeds and pour the mixture into paper cups.

When cooled the paper is removed and the cakes are at-

tached to tree limbs or trunks with nails. This method is

about the most convenient one for all the birds because

only those accustomed to feeding on swaying limbs are con-

veniently able to get at the suet suspended on strings.

It is necessary to include in the feeders seeds of various

kinds. There are birds that can, because of the size and

shape of their bills, eat only small seeds and grains and

others like the tufted titmouse and the cardinal that crack

open the large sunflower seeds and eat the kernels. You will

learn that suet is a favorite of the downy woodpecker and

the fearless little chickadees who won't hesitate to drive off

the murderous logger-head shrike whose mere presence in a

nearby tree may cause all the songbirds to abandon your

bird sanctuary with a suddenness that will mystify you. Again

the cardinals will go for mixed chicken feed as will towhees,

wood thrushes, mockingbirds, blue jays, brown thrashers,

sparrows and catbirds.

If you watch the birds at your feeder you will learn

which seeds they favor and those they reject and this will

aid you in identifying them. There are many all-purpose

packaged bird seeds on the market which combine proteins,

carbohydrates and fats. A combination of seeds will satisfy

The friendly little Downy woodpecker is extremely fond
of suet and unafraid of man and often lives in cities. It

does a great deal of good by eating wood insects, spiders,
caterpillars plant lice and larvae, also eats fruits, seeds and
berries. It nests in a hole in a tree either around houses or
in the woods.

most birds. Seeds of hemp, buckwheat, millet, sunflower,
broken corn, peanut hearts, milo maize, kaffir corn, hulled

oats and many other seeds are favorites of most. Some grit

is necessary to supply calcium and phosphorous. Birds are

natural born free-loaders and will become daily visitors when
offered proper food. Remember . . . birds know by a cer-

tain instinct with which man is not too well favored, who

(Continued on Page 20)

The Loggerhead Shrike, is one of the few perch
ing birds that eats meat. Often the bird cam
eat all that it has captured and impales the
mainder on a thorn, perhaps this is why it is kno
as the Butcherbird.

ot The Brown Thrasher is a wonderful singer, perhaps sec-
ond only to the mockingbird. It is with us all year round
singing and ridding our gardens, fields and the outer edges
of the woods of harmful insects.
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Commission Chairman Fetes Outdoor Writers
By Ednard Waldo

MR. "mac" gave a party on Lake Bruin and it was an

unusual party in many respects because not only all

of the guests caught fish but they were also treated to an

example of the good old southern hospitality often read about

in books but seldom encountered anymore.

The occasion was the quarterly meeting of the Louisiana

Outdoor Writers Association and the genial host was E. R.

McDonald, Newellton planter and chairman of the Lou-

isiana Wild Life and Fisheries commission who had invited

the outdoor men and their ladies to spend a weekend on the

shores of his pet project, nearby Lake Bruin.

When we speak of hospitality we mean the kind that

sort of lingers long in the mind of the visitor because after

the party is over one wonders how so many courtesies, both

material and otherwise, were afforded one with such a lack

of ostentation and with such cordiality and grace that one

just felt as though he were part of the family. There, no-

body was boss and everybody just ate what they pleased,

slept, fished, danced, sang, came and went when they pleased

hardly realizing except in the back of their minds that

someone was masterminding the overall entertainment.

Besides the expert fishermen there were those skeptics

who had never caught a fish and they also came back with

strings of whoppers hardly able to contain themselves with

pride and enthusiasm. As for food and lodging, Mr. Mac

had made arrangements for three of the finest camps on the

lake. Main center of entertainment and activities was the

beautiful retreat of District Attorney and Mrs. Thompson

L. Clarke where the guests were afforded meals at any time

they wished around-the-clock with polite attendants there

to serve them no matter what the hour.

This kind of made the fishing better as early risers and

late returners had absolutely nothing to worry about and also

there was coffee and all kinds of refreshments and snacks

were on hand at all times to go in between the hot buffets

proffered at regular hours. The lady guests were quartered at

the Clarke's which is a modern ranch type place with a huge

center living room equipped with a player piano, reed organ,

television and a fine dance floor and huge semicircular snack

bar. One of the features of the place is its wide front screen

porch which runs the length of the house, facing the lake,

and onto which the guest bedrooms open.

There, on the porch, the guests lolled on the comfortable

contour furniture or held impromptu bull sessions around

the tables. . . and, of course, at the far end of the porch

was the refreshment bar tended by two of the most genial

gentlemen the fisherman would want to encounter after a

hard day or morning fighting king-sized bass and crappie.

Besides the Thompson's camp, Mr. Mac had made arrange-

ments to take over Moore's tourist court and also Mr. W. E.

Parks' private camp. At the latter, attendants were also on
duty twenty-four hours with food and refereshments. The
men were quartered at these two locations and at Black's,

which features light housekeeping and is equipped with

kitchens, the refrigerators were well stocked with refresh-

ments. . . . what more could a fellow want?
On Friday night, the date set for the opening of the

three-day meet, the guests were treated to an unusual sur-

prise when former Governor Jimmie Davis arrived with his

hillbilly musicians. In his usual excellent voice, Jimmie held

the audience with their favorite songs and of course "You
Are My Sunshine." Jimmie's Rock-and-Roll pianist, with
his spasms at the keyboard, entranced the guests, especially

the neophytes, who had never seen a Rock-and-Roll special-

ist at close range . . . Man, was he gone? Also with Jimmie
was his hillbilly guitar specialist who regaled the fishermen

with some Grand Ole Opry specials. The piece de resistance,

at the buffet that evening, was real southern fried catfish

and we mean for once in our lives, all you could eat, moun-

tains of it and with barbecued chicken and all the fixin's

that go with southern smorgasbord. The living room was

beautifully decorated with red roses by the beautiful and

vivacious Mrs. Thompson Clarke and. . . . you guessed it

. . . there's always a lady in the background when a man
makes a success of things like this. We found out the secret

of that delicious food was none other than Mrs. McDonald
who had been seeing to it all of the time that the help

gave the guests the best at all times.

The official meeting was held on Saturday night but

up to the last minute the fishermen and their wives fished

and fished and early Sunday morning they were at it again.

It rained a bit, it had been raining for days before, but

that didn't make any difference. The lake was too rough

for fishing so Mr. Mac took some of the writers sightseeing

his speedboat. The lake being as it was, the fishermen took

to the barrow pits and if you won't take our word for

it let me quote the mournful complaint "George" the man
who was assigned to cleaning the fish made. ... I think

his name was George. . . anyway when you get service like

that there's bound to a "George" among the group of at-

tendants. As the colored man sat before a large mound of

already prepared fish and others continued to drop their

well-ladened strings before him, as they came in, we over-

heard George say in a baleful, resigned voice, with a shake

of his resigned head, "Man, they jest keeps acomin' and acom-

in'." That, Sir, is our fish story without any stretching of

arms and other appropriate gestures. No, none of them got

away. . . those that were too small were thrown back in

true sportsmanlike fashion. The most delighted person in

the whole crowd was Mr. "Mac". After the last guest de-

parted late Sunday afternoon, our gallant host went home
and laid himself down to pleasant dreams.

However, Mr. Mac's main idea wasn't just to throw about

the biggest and most complete party ever seen on Lake

Bruin. . . we found that out while riding out on the road

with him, looking the countryside over, and talking with

him. We remarked about the unusual number of song birds

that had greeted us in the mornings at our cabin on the

edge of the lake. "You know", he said looking wistfully

into the distance, "there weren't many birds here until we
built the dam and raised the level of the lake, or many
fish either. Things have changed since we brought the water

and restored the land for the wildlife around here. I sup-

pose I could have bought the whole lake and most of

the land around here for myself, at one time, but that's not

what I want. I hope some day we can get fisheries biolgists

and experts up here to make this lake a model for others in

this country. . . a sort of "typical American lake". . . we
could call it and tell its story to everybody. . . of how man
can bring back our wildlife for everyone to enjoy.

This, I felt was the measure of the man, a rich and suc-

cessful man, who wanted all to come and see what had

and could be done. THIS was the man who gave the party,

the REAL Mr. Mac.

At the quarterly meeting Saturday, the Outdoor Writers

adopted resolutions backing the universal fishing license

movement and the proposed legislation to give the Wild Life

and Fisheries commission the power to fix bag limits and

seasons. Another resolution was adopted by which the Lou-

isiana Outdoor Writers Association will keep the official rec-

(Continned on Page 20)
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Leo James Burleigh

Fifty-Two Thousand Monthly Headaches

Fifty-two thousand headaches a month . . . that's the

lot of Leo James Burleigh, the man who gets the LOUISI-
ANA CONSERVATIONIST into the mails and to your

home and is on the ball the year round keeping subscription

lists up-to-date on a daily basis.

Known affectionately as "Mr. Burlie", he is supervisor of

the Service Section of the Wild Life and Fisheries commis-

sion and is the unsung hero into whose lap land all requests

and complaints of every manner and description from burned

out light bulbs to desk pens that won't work plus the

(Continued on Page 20)

Getting fifty-two thousand issues of the Conservationist to subscribers is just part of the job of the Service Division of

the Wild Life and Fisheries commission. Left to right are Clarence J. Fortier, Leo James Burleigh, superintendent; Wil-

liam A. Mills, III., Mrs. Nell Roberts and Mrs. Annie Mangiaracina.
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Marco Polo

And

Conservation

By Ednard Waldo

Spaghetti and firecrackers . . . those are the two things

some people first think of when the name Marco Polo

is mentioned because both were Chinese innovations he is

said to have introduced into Europe.

However, among the strange things Marco brought back

and the many tales he told of his almost incredible journey

over mountains and across deserts to the palace of Kublai,

the Great Khan of the Mongols, we find his account of how
the Emperor of Cathay enforced conservation throughout his

vast empire. This story of Marco's is the first clear written

record of a true well-rounded system of game management

for conservation purposes and is strikingly similar to prac-

tices in effect in our own modern systems being employed

at this very time six hundred years after they were first noted

by the famed Venetian adventurer.

His description of the game laws of Kublai makes us

realize that Marco Polo brought back to Europe more than

a tale of the fabulous jewels, gold and opulence of Cathay.

It is rather that he returned with much of the great learning

of the East which was to inspire the Western world during

the centuries to follow and was to influence discoveries to

come. Moreover, he left to posterity one of the greatest books

of all time, "The Travels of Marco Polo", a volume which

has entranced readers to this day and has been reprinted

in so many editions and languages that no man knows how
many there are.

Of one of the laws of the Great Khan, with whom Marco,

his uncle Maffeo and his father Nicolo had lived in luxury

for seventeen years as trusted advisors, is thus described by

Marco: "There is an order which prohibits every person

throughout all the countries subject to the Great Khan from
daring to kill hares, roebucks, fallow deer, stags or other

animals of that kind, or any large birds between the months
of March and October. This is that they may increase and
multiply; and, as the breach of this order is attended with

punishment, game of every description increases prodigious-

!y-"

We hesitate to dwell upon what punishments would have

been meted out to poachers and season jumpers in this

realm of a man who held absolute power of life and death

over the countless hordes of Mongols, Chinese, and fierce

peoples who inhabited his broad empire. A man who once

ordered a fleet of ships built to annihilate the entire empire

of Japan because he thought those people recalcitrant.

Aside from the unpleasant prospect of what might have

befallen some of the hapless precursors of our present day

game law violators, the comparisons between our own pres-
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cnt game laws and their purposes and those of the Khan's

are remarkable in their similarity.

While traveling in the vicinity of the city of Chaganoor,

in Cathay, Marco observed on one of the Khan's game pre-

serves many great food patches being grown and also a

Complete and well organized system of winter feeding and
cover similar to those being advocated and hoped for by

wildlife conservation advocates here and abroad.

"At this place," Marco related, "there is also a fine plain

where is found in great numbers, cranes, partridges, pheas-

ants, and other birds. The Khan derives the highest degree

of amusement from sporting with gerfalcons and hawks,

the game here being in vast abundance.

"Near this city" (Chaganoor) "is a valley frequented by-

great numbers of partridges and quails, for whose food the

Khan causes millet, and grains suitable to such birds, to

be sown along the sides of it every season, and gives strict

command that no person shall dare to reap the seed; in

order that the birds may not want of nourishment. Many
keepers (wardens) are likewise stationed there for the pres-

ervation of the game, that it may not be taken or de-

stroyed, as well as for the purpose of throwing millet to

the birds during the winter. So accustomed are they to this

feeding that upon the grain being scattered and the man
whistling, they immediately assemble from every quarter.

The Great Khan also directs that a number of small build-

ings be provided for their shelter during the night; and, in

consequence of these attentions, he always finds abundant

sport when he visits this country; and, even in the winter,

at which season, on account of the severity of the cold, he

does not reside there, he has camel loads of the birds sent

to him wherever his court may happen to be at the time."

Thus we have the earliest known instances of food and

cover control combined with restrictions on hunting, which

compare in their purpose, almost exactly to that of the game
conservationists of today. In many places birds are raised

and released at certain seasons of the year and hunters are

invited to participate in the sport of hunting them; the

Great Khan was doing the same thing more than six hun-

dred years ago. Our Ducks Unlimited organizations have

been advocating, effecting, and preaching the necessity of

man-made feeding ponds, lakes and feeding grounds as did

the Great Khan. Whether as coincidence or from some knowl-

edge of what has gone on before, modern conservationists

are following in the footsteps of Kublai the wise Mongol
patron of the Polos . . . and it is quite reasonable to sup-

pose that the Mongol's laws also were the result of long

experience accumulated even before his day.

However, it is only quite by coincidence that we have

the book "Travels of Marco Polo" and any record of the

Khan's conservation laws because had not Marco Polo been

imprisoned it might never have been written.

In the year 1298 a naval battle was fought between the

Genoese and the Venetians in which the latter were de-

feated. Among the prisoners taken by the Genoese was a

wealthy Venetian gentleman named Marco Polo, who had

been a great traveler, and who was generally believed by

his friends to be an expansive exaggerator. While this Marco

was in the Genoese prison he whiled away his time by

talking of his travels to a fellow prisoner named Rusticiano,

who wrote them down. No one will ever know whether

Rusticiano stepped up the tales of Marco or toned them

down, nonetheless, there can be no doubt as to general truth

of this remarkable narrative which led directly to the dis-

covery of America.

The tale Marco had to tell of the vast stretches of smiling

country, that is after he and his father and uncle had reached

the Great Khan, was fantastic and at first roused the in-

credulity and then fired the imagination of all Europe. He
told of Burma, and of its great armies with hundreds of

elephants, and how these animals were defeated by the

Mongol bowmen, and also of the Mongol conquest of Pegu.
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He told of Japan, and greatly exaggerated the amount of

gold in that country.

The Polos had taken three and a half years to reach

China; they stayed more than sixteen. They, the proteges

of Kublai, were loaded with riches and favors there. Marco
ruled the city of Yang Chow as governor for three years.

It is this very commission as governor that bolsters the

general truth of the Polo story because Chinese records men-
tion a man named Polo having been attached to the Imperial

Council in 1277.

The story of how the Polos got back to their native land

is too long to be dwelt upon here. They reached Venice

about the year 1295 after an absence of 26 years. Dressed

in Tartar garb and practically in rags it was some time

before they could establish their identity. Many people still

doubted the shabby wanderers as the Polos had long been

given up for dead. They had almost forgotten their native

language and their worn out garments were in the fashion

of the Tartars. Unfortunately, unlike Rip Van Winkle, Marco
had no faithful dog to recognize him when all humans
doubted his identity. Finally, they were begrudgingly ad-

mitted to their own home which had been occupied these

many years by a swarm of obliging relatives; still doubt

remained.

In order to dispel all misgivings for good they gave a

great banquet and when it was at its height they had their

old padded ragged clothes brought before them and ripped

open the seams and patches of the garments whereupon an

incredible display of diamonds, rubies, sapphires and emer-

alds poured out before the astounded guests. The Polos,

knowing they would never survive the long journey home
through hostile lands laden with gold, had converted all

of the riches bestowed upon them by Kublai into precious

stones and had masqueraded as wretched itinerants.

But the story of the furor in the Polo family which pre-

ceded the aforementioned banquet is one that is so true

to everyday domestic life that it would fit in with a modern

TV farce. It seems that Mrs. Maffeo Polo, mother of Marco,

who had by this time recognized Maffeo as her legal hus-

band was one of those super neat housekeepers who looked

with distaste on her husband's penchant of hoarding his old

and worn out garments. So one dav a beggar passed the

house and the neat housewife, moved to pity, promptly got

rid of those "smelly" raggy old clothes that were cluttering

up the place.

When Maffeo returned and found the jewel-ladened old

clothes gone he did just what any normal American would

do upon the discovery that his wife had done away with his

"lucky" fishing gear, golf clubs, clothes or what have you.

He tore his hair and swore and stomped through the house

in a towering rage. However, finally having regained his

senses, Maffeo devised a plan to recover the riches ladened

garments. He knew that to have publicized the loss would

have been fatal to recovery, so Maffeo betook himself to

the Bridge of the Rialto because it is said of this bridge

that "if you stand there long enough everyone in Venice will

eventually pass by". On a corner by the bridge Maffeo sat

down and began spinning a wheel held on a stick. As the

people passed by they paused to wonder what the man was

accomplishing and seeing that his actions were aimless they

asked him why he was doing this. To their questions he

replied repeatedly, "He will come . . . God Willing." The

Venetians thereupon put Maffeo down as having lost his

mind and word spread from mouth to mouth and Maffeo

became an object of widespread curiosity.

This strange procedure went for days until finally, as he

had anticipated, the beggar wearing Maffeo's clothes also

appeared to view the "madman." Whereupon Maffeo leaped

upon the frightened man and recovered his ragged Tartar

garments and thus saved the family fortunes. Later, after

the banquet, when the Venetians learned that Maffeo had

(Continued on Page 20)
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Wildlife

elf Defense
By Ned Smith

1. How many dangerously poisonous spiders are found in

Louisiana?

2. Rough handling will cause the opossum to abandon its

pretense of being dead. True or false?

3. The copperhead poisons its victims by stinging them with

its forked tongue. True or false?

4. The porcupine is one of the most dangerous of all ani-

mals for other wildlife to molest. True or false?

X Hawks and owls defend themselves with their hooked

beaks. True or false?

6. The box turtle defends itself by viciously snapping at

its enemies. True or false?

7. Are there any poison-inflicting fish found in Louisiana?

THE wildlife CREATURES that inhabit Louisiana today

owe their existence, in a large measure, to whatever

methods of self defense they have adopted. Each has been

endowed by nature with the most suitable means of keeping

its hide intact, and a study of these techniques will reveal

some strange and ingenious devices.

Probably the most expedient defense for the majority

of creatures consists of showing a swift pair of heels. How-
ever, in the case of those for whom speedy flight is neither

possible nor practical Nature has devised various satisfac-

tory substitutes. One of these is camouflage, the art of

escaping detection by matching one's surroundings.

The precocial young of ground nesting birds are com-

pletely dependent upon camouflage to bring them through

the first perilous weeks of their lives. Watch a brood of

day-old quail chicks scatter at the first hint of danger and

squat motionless on the leafy forest floor. As soon as they

stop, they disappear as if by magic. Needless to say, such

perfect camouflage has convinced many an observer that

he hadn't really seen chicks in the first place.

Protective coloration is found everywhere. The green katy-

did lives among leaves of the same color, the copperhead

is almost invisible when lying on a bed of dead leaves, and
even the big white-tailed deer melts into its woodland back-

ground surprisingly well. The bittern has learned to point

its long bill skyward at the approach of danger, thus match-

ing even more perfectly his background of reeds or cat-

tails.

In the out-of-doors many who don't "carry a big stick"

compensate for their lack of weapons by pure, unadulterated

bluff. When approached by a snake a toad will inflate its

body like a balloon, rising up on stilt-like legs, and even

butting at the threatening reptile with its nose. I've seen

a fence lizard employ the same ludicrous tactics when a

bustling chipmunk nearly bumped into it.

When cornered, many birds will raise every feather on

end, doubling or tripling their apparent size. Owls put on

a particularly fearsome display of this type, their round,

staring eyes adding immeasurably to its effectiveness.

Of all the bluffers, though, the hog-nosed snake reigns

supreme. So convincing is his act, in fact, that this perfectly

harmless serpent has for years been known by such hor-

rendous appellations as "puff-adder," "blowing viper," and

"sand viper." His very breath is thought by some misguided

folks to be poisonous.

At the approach of danger the hog-nose spreads his head

and neck somewhat in the manner of a cobra. His body is

inflated with air, revealing a vivid pattern of markings

ordinarily concealed by the close-fitting scales. If the enemy

approaches too closely this air is expelled with a violent

hiss and a sudden jab of the head. The effect is startling,

to say the least, particularly if the observer doesn't know
the hog-nose can't be induced to bite.

If that bluff doesn't work the hog-nose will appear to

be seized with violent convulsions, writhing in apparent

agony until "death" stills his tortured body. The act is most

realistic. Lying on his back in the dust, mouth agape and

tongue protruding limply, he is to all appearances dead as

a dodo. But turn him over on his belly and he'll immediate-

ly roll over on his back! Apparently he thinks he looks

deader that way.

Our best known actor, however, is the opossum. This

strange marsupial is often reluctant to feign death, but when
he does so it is with unsurpassed determination. A dog can

shake him 'til he all but flies apart, and he'll show nary a

sign of life. But once the dog has discarded him in disgust

and left for more interest adventures Bre'r Possum will

miraculously come to life and depart in the opposite direc-

tion.

Another tool of self-protection employed by creatures of

widely different types is the discharge of vile smelling or

distasteful secretions. The common toad, for instance, emits

a peppery fluid that discourages the efforts of many animals

to make a meal of it. Moles, foxes, and most of the weasel

tribe give off a disagreeable odor. Many insects discharge

malodorous fluids when annoyed, while one, the bombardier

beetle, expels a small but visible cloud of this substance with

an audible "pop." Most snakes give off a foul smelling sub-
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stance when badly frightened, the water snake, the dingneck

snake, and the hog-nosed snake ranking among the most
offensive.

In the "smelly" category, of course, the skunk stands

pre-eminent. Fortunately for everyone, he will oftentimes

endure a surprising amount of annoyance before resorting

to his smell gun . . . raising his tail and stamping his feet

in warning. Hushed so far, he'll bend his body around so

as to focus both eyes and rear end on his tormentor and
let fly with demoralizing accuracy.

It is difficult to imagine a more over-powering substance.

One drop will ruin your clothes, and good skunking has

been known to cause nausea, fainting, and a general state

s£*»
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of abject misery. In the eyes it can cause temporary blind-

ness or permanent damage. Small wonder that the skunk

is given a wide berth by man and beast alike.

Among the birds of prey talons are the chief weapons of

offense as well as defense, and formidable weapons they are.

Ordinarily any of these birds will take wing when threatened

by a human, but when trapped or cornered too closely they

will go on the defensive. Suddenly flipping over on their

backs they present a bristling array of talons to the attacker.

The quaint-looking barn owl is one of the slickest defensive

fighters in the business and can assume this position in th:

wink of an eye. Never give a sizeable hawk or owl an oppor-

tunity to clamp down on you. A great-horned owl, for ex-

ample, can drive those hooks completely through your hand

and maintain a grip so powerful as to defy your efforts

to break it. The talons on a large great-horned owl will

measure about 1% inches in length on the outside curve.

A red-tailed hawk's will measure nearly ll/
2 inches. The

same measurement on the tremendous rear talon of a golden

eagle would amount to about three inches!

Biting seems to be a universally adopted defense measure.

Grab practically any mammal and he will immediately re-

taliate by sinking his teeth into your hand. Many birds and

reptiles will do the same, but some are better equipped for

it than others.

One of the most vicious biters is a toothless reptile . . .

the snapping turtle. He doesn't really need teeth. The

razor-sharp edges of his horny jaws are infinitely more

effective than conventional dentition. Lunging forward on

his surprisingly long legs and striking with the speed of a

snake he can snip off your finger in a twinkling. If he can't

sever whatever part of your anatomy he gets hold of he

hangs on with unflagging tenacity.

Most bites result in lacerations, but even more serious

are those that are poisonous. Of these, our venomous snakes

are the most noteworthy examples.

The poison-inflicting apparatus of a snake is a cunningly

contrived mechanism. The poison itself is contained in two

glands in the head to which are connected, through ducts,

the long, hollow teeth known as fangs. When a rattlesnake

or copperhead strikes, these fangs are driven deeply into the

victim's flesh. Muscular contraction forces the venom out

through the hollow fangs like a hypodermic injection. Large
animals, including man, are rarely instantly immobilized, but
smaller enemies of the snake soon cease to be a threat.

Other creatures employ a mild poison for defense. Wasps,
hornets, and other stinging insects are well-known examples.

Not so familiar are the various poisonous insect larvae.

One, the saddle-back caterpillar, is a short, stout pale green
larva marked with a dark brown saddle. The hairs that

decorate its body sting like nettle". Another large green
caterpillar generously covered with tufts of stinging hairs

is the larva of the pretty io moth.

You might be surprised to know that we have poisonous

fishes in Louisiana too. Several of the smaller catfish have
fin spines equipped with poison glands at their bases, as

can be attested by many an angler who has been stuck by
a stone cat with which he was baiting his hook. The sting

resembles that of a bee . . . not usually serious, but not

pleasant, either.

Larger catfish, as well as the sunfishes and others are

equipped with sharp, erectile fin spines that surely must
be a powerful deterrent to aggression.

King of the puncture artists, though, is the indolent

porcupine, for Nature has fitted him with an array of the

most fiendish devices ever to prick the skin of man or beast.

Porcupine quills are modified hairs, thick and stiff, armed
at one end with a sharp point and loosely attached to the

porcupine at the other. The business end is roughened with

microscopic barbs. When under attack the porky merely

humps his back and tucks his unprotected nose beneath his

chest, presenting a thousand bristling quills to the enemy.

The stout, quill-studded tail is a particularly effective weapon,
lashing about furiously at the first touch from the attacker.

On the slightest contact with the enemy the quills are trans-

ferred to the latter. The barbs cause them to relentlessly

penetrate the flesh and as a rule the victim eventually dies

either from starvation or from damage to vital organs which

the quills have pierced. Most wild animals have learned

to let the "quill pig" strictly alone, but it is common prac-

tice for hunters in porky country to carry a pair of pliers

with which to de-quill their not-so-clever dogs.

It seems that most defense strategies among wildlife are

based upon making the other fellow pay dearly for his

brashness. One inoffensive reptile, the box turtle, has solved

the problem in a much kindlier manner. He merely makes
himself unavailable by withdrawing completely into his bony

house and closing the door. No biting, no clawing. No
spraying, stabbing, or poisoning. Yet how many creatures

live longer, more contented lives than this pacifist of the

raspberry patch.

ANSWERS

1. Only one . . . the black widow spider.

2. False.

3. False. It- injects poison by means of its fangs.

4. True.

5. False. Their talons are their chief defensive weap-
ons.

6. False. The box turtle is seldom vicious.

7. Yes. Some of the smaller catfish are poisonous.

Geckos seem to be able to defy gravity by traveling

upside down on the ceilings of houses because they posses

remarkable adhesive toe pads.

The meadowlark is not a lark. It belongs to the same family

as the blackbird and the oriole.
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La. Author of "Wild Acres" Dies on Coast

Henry hazlitt kopman, known to the world of popular

writing for his book "Wild Acres" and other stories,

passed away at the age of 80, at his home in Mississippi City

recently, leaving to bookshelves his beautiful stories of the

Gulf Coast country and the wilds of his native Louisiana.

However, to those of the ornithological world his passing

meant the loss of a man who was considered one of the

links between James J.
Audubon and the natural history of

Louisiana as it is recorded today.

To lay the background, Audubon's last visit to Louisiana

was in the spring of 1837, when he and his friend Edward

Harris made a round trip by government cutter from New
Orleans down the Mississippi and westward along the Gulf

coast.

During the four decades following Audubon's farewell

visit to his beloved Louisiana, naturalists had devoted little

attention to our avifauna, according to Dr. George Lowery,

Jr., Director of the Museum of Natural Science at Louisiana

State University. This was partly attributable to the hiatus

caused by the War Between the States and the hectic con-

ditions that ensued, he says.

In 1881, however, Frank W. Langdon, writing in the

Journal of the Cincinnati Society of Natural History, pub-

lished an annotated list of 83 birds seen by him in West
Feliciana parish. One year later, Charles Wickliffe Beckham
wrote an article appearing in the Bulletin of the Nutall Orni-

thological Club, which described the occurrence of 86 species

of birds recorded in the vicinity of Bayou Sara, Audubon's
old stamping grounds.

By this time, Joseph Gustave Kohn, a resident of New
Orleans had begun to assemble a collection of bird skins,

most of which are now at the Tulane University museum.
Some of his specimens proved to be species previously un-

known in the state.

Following this more or less sketchy rebirth of interest in

Louisiana avifauna, and just prior to 1900, four highly com-
petent naturalists appeared on the Louisiana ornithological

scene to take up the work abandoned by Audubon and the

impact of their tremendous efforts has given inspiration for

the work being done today by the Museum of Zoology of

Louisiana State University whose great collections are of in-

ternational importance.

These pioneers of the 20th Century were Henry Hazlitt

Kopman, Andrew Allison, George Beyer and Edward A. Mc-
Ilhenny. Each contributed greatly to the knowledge concern-

ing Louisiana birds. In a series of papers begun in 1906
and concluded in 1915, Kopman, Beyer and Allison jointly

completed a list of Louisiana birds which was a resume of

Byer's first list published in 1900 and it is from this

resume that subsequent volumes have emerged with additions

by the authors who followed. During that time Kopman was
author of thirteen papers including one on the birds of Jef-

ferson parish and several highly important accounts of mi-
grations of birds in the state. To posterity Mcllhenny has
left his great work in the field of conservation and exten-

sive bird-banding accomplishments.

Of the four "giants" Henry Hazlitt Kopman, more famili-

arly called "Harry", is best known for his "Wild Acres".
He was born in New Orleans near the land of which he
wrote. After his graduation from Tulane University he be-
came interested in ornithology and active in the conservation
of bird life. As member of the National Audubon Associa-
tion, he organized seabird nesting colonies in Louisiana, Mis-
sissippi and Florida. He also served with the U. S. Bureau
of Biological Survey and supervised the exhibition of fish

and wildlife of his native state in the Louisiana Purchase

Exposition at St. Louis and much of the natural history ma-

terial at Tulane University and the L.S.U. museum was col-

lected by him.

Harry Kopman was for many years an active member of

the American Ornithologists' Union, the Louisiana Society of

Naturalists, the National Audubon Society and the Isaac Wal-
ton League and many other wildlife organizations. His arti-

cles appeared in numerous magazines, newspapers and gov-

ernment publications.

Ornithological records speak for Harry Kopman as a

scientist and recorder of hard cold facts yet his book of the

Gulf coast country shows another facet of the character of

the man so well put by John Kieran in commenting on
Wild Acres, "A benison on this book", Kieran says, "through

the chapters of which the reader will go on alluring excur-

sions, led by a kindly guide who describes with scientific

accuracy and literary charm the scenery and wild acres he has

known so well and Wed so long."

In his book, Harry Kopman performed a labor of love.

This was his Mississippi River country, the shores of Lou-

isiana and Mississippi, the bayous, the ponds and the la-

goons, the duck hunting and snipe hunting country. Kopman
grew up in this country-

. He was especially a bird lover and
fond of telling hundreds of fascinating tales about that locale

many of which he has left for us in his volume. He could

use words almost as a painter uses color: "Wood ducks,

singly, in pairs, or in little strings, fly with graceful, hardly

changing speed and directness among the gaps in the tree-

tops, in perfect command of a haunt in which few dis-

turbances come to them." Again: "The cypresses rise there

like ancient walls, dark and rich in color and enclosing softly

burnished panels of water."

Here we find pure appreciation of nature, not philosophical

or technical but detailed in its description and fascinating

to anyone who enjoys books about wildlife, whether he

knows the terrain or its birds or not. This is the book Harry
Kopman left to the sportsman, the photographer of wildlife,

the nature lover of whatever school.

Like all true naturalists Harry Kopman lived in a very

special world of flora and fauna. He once wrote of him-

self, "I was never beyond the reach nor without the intimate

sense of impelling sights, sounds and meanings of natural

surroundings" ... he might well have meant this for his

epitaph.

If the student in years to come after pouring over the

many tomes and keys and indexes on Ornithological investiga-

tion, in which Kopman's name appears so numerously, should

want to know more about this man ... he has but to turn

to "Wild Acres."

His survivors are his widow, the former Laura Marshall,

a son, Henry Marshall Kopman, Director of the Cultural

Languages Department of Erskine College, S. C, and a

granddaughter, Catherine Ellen Kopman.

LIKE FATHER—LIKE SON!

The interested father takes his son hunting and fishing

—

teaches him how to shoot, cast a fly, row a boat and so forth.

The really interested father may teach him bird identifica-

tion, names of animals and fish, tracking, woods lore and an
appreciation of the quiet outdoors. Unfortunately, the most
commonly neglected phase of the boy's conservation education
is understanding the necessity for game and fish laws and ad-

herence to them.

Louisiana Conservationist



Gerald LeBlanc Again

Champion of Pirogues

GERALD LEBLANC of Lafitte retained his world champion-

ship racing title at the traditional pirogue races held

annually at Lafitte by the Lafitte Yacht Club. . . . how-

ever, Gerald's title was a short lived one this time as he

was to be inducted into the U. S. Army three days after

the race. Malcolm, his brother, placed second in the contest.

The defending woman's champion, Mrs. Helen Wynn, of

New Orleans was defeated by Mrs. Augusta Myers, of La-

fitte, in a close race.

Gerald, who is 22 years old, almost didn't get a chance

to defend his title as the overcast skies threatened to mar

the affair, however, officials ruled that nothing less than

a cloudburst would keep the thousands of spectators from

seeing their departing champion perform for the last time.

The winner's time for the four-mile course from Bayou

Barataria to Goose Bayou was 36 minutes and 12 seconds.

Gerald was followed closely by his brother Malcolm, and

the former champion for five years, Paul Ybarzabal, of West-

wego, was third, coming in about a quarter of a length be-

hind Malcolm.

Mrs. Wynn's husband, Edward, was first in the working

pirogue race class, however, Tilton Crepel, of Lafitte, was

declared winner of the contest. The judges ruled that al-

though Wynn's pirogue came within the 14-foot limit it

was so constructed that it was not a work pirogue but a

racing shell.

Thousands of spectators lined the banks of Bayou Bara-

taria or watched from boats in the bayou after the rain

cleared at near midday. All but the last race were run under

clear skies. During the last race the sky clouded over again.

During the work boat contest one of the entrants broke

his paddle at the start, however, another contestant display-

ing true sportsmanship quickly handed the non-plussed man
another paddle and he continued on in the race. The name
of the Good Samaritan was not obtained.

There was some damage to several boats although no one

was hurt. Between races the speedboat Big M. sank and

had to be towed to shore and just before the women's race

a speed boat rammed a skiff and both craft were damaged.

As the women's race was about to begin one of the contest-

ants' pirogues capsized, however, the contestant was res-

champion defe
of New Orleans.

cued by the patrol boat and got back into her pirogue and

re-joined the race. During the big race, two other pirogues

turned over, however, as in the other case, the owners bailed

out the boats and proceeded in the contest.

There were 42 entries in the championship race which

was run over a four-mile course. The race began at the

junction of Barataria and Goose Bayous. The work boat

race was on a one-mile course and the women's race covered

two miles.

Cash prizes and trophies were awarded first and second

place winners in each event. The third place winners re-

ceived cash awards and merchandise. All others placing

received merchandise.

Yberzabal, who was defeated in last year's race by Gerald

LeBlanc and took second place in that event had not re-

ceived his last year's trophy and it was presented to him

during the ceremonies.

Second place in the work pirogue races was taken by

John Bruce of Lafitte and third place by Allen Abadie of

Wesrwego.

Officiating were judge Clem Perrin Jr, chairman of the

affair, Rev. John Newfield, pastor of St. Anthony church,

Lafitte; John Favalora and John Otis.

EXPENSIVE FISHING RIG

When a drag line operator catches a fish in his bucket

during a dredging operation, is he violating the law? Warden

W. R. Long of Denton, Texas was confronted with this

problem last week at Lake Dallas where dragline operators

are knocking out the old Lake Dallas dam to connect it with

Garza-Little Elm.

When the operator hoisted his bucket it contained some

big carp. The game law prohibits anyone between the ages

of 17 and 65 fishing with a "winding device" without a

license. The operator had no license, but he did have a

winding device that weighed some 1-i tons.

The warden made a picture as evidence, but is withholding

filing the case.
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BIRDS AND THEIR FEED
(Continued from Page 9)

their friends are and your careful, studied and kindly offer

of food and shelter will win their trust and friendship.

Aside from the "tailor made" feeds the following is a list

of some of the trees, shrubs and plants you may plant which

ornithologists say will produce an abundance of natural

food also the birds they will attract.

The following are especially fond of the mulberry: Yellow-

billed Cuckoo; Red-bellied, Red-headed, and Downy Wood-

peckers; Eastern Kingbird. Mockingbird, Catbird, Robin,

Wood Thrush, Cedar" Waxwing. Red-eyed Vireo, Scarlet

Tanager, Cardinal, Purple Finch.

Sassafras attracts Bob-white, Eastern Kingbird, Catbird,

Robin, Red-eyed Vireo.

Strawberry, holly, grape, sour gum or tupelo, huckleberry,

partridgeberry, honey suckle, black haw, and elderberry will

furnish a great amount of food for the birds and do a lot

to attract them to the desired spots.

Sumac will attract Bob-white, Flicker, Phoebe, Carolina

Chickadee, Hermit and Olive-backed Thrushes. White-eyed

Vireo, Audubon's Warbler, Goldfinch, Eastern Towhee, and

others.

Virginia creeper will attract the Tufted Titmouse in addi-

tion to many of the other birds mentioned above.

OUTDOOR WRITERS
(Continued from Page 12)

ords of sizes and weights of game fish caught and regis-

tered, on file so that there will be a central bureau for the

permanent record and authentification of such catches.

Among the members, their wives and guests at the three-

day get-together were: Mr. and Mrs. John Blanchard, Mr.

and Mrs. Claude (Grits) Gresham, Harry Gates, Jim Lester,

Mr. and Mrs. Hurley Campbell, Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Perkins,

W. C. Goins, Sam Hanna, Mr. and Mrs. F. Lamar Clement,

Mr. and Mrs. E. R. McDonald, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Whatley,

Ted Ford, John Newsom, Dick Yancey, Mr. and Mrs. Victor

Lambou, Mr. and Mrs. Herb Stern, Mr. and Mrs. Robert

Murry, Harvey Lee Spruill, Raymond Moody, Former Gover-

nor and Mrs. Jimmy Davis, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Parks, Mr.

and Mrs. Thompson L. Clarke, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Harp,

Dewey Wills, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Abadie, John Campbell,

Mr. and Mrs. Percy Viosca, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. I. V. Black,

Joe Herring, Charles "Chili" Baur, Frank R. Burnside, Mayor
of Newellton, Newt Wiles, Mayor of St. Joseph, Felix Madi-
son, and Louis Brunett.

did or did not do is justified, for it was this "importation"

that implemented the broadening of the mental horizon of

the illiterate Western world.

MARCO POLO
(Continued from Page 15)

feigned imbecility to recover the jewels they began to realize

that the Polos were men of sagacity and importance and
made Maffeo a judge of one of the tribunals and presented

him with what we would call today the "Key to the City."

Even after all of this, Marco's "tall tales" were received

with patronizing amusement and his friends nicknamed him,
behind his back, of course, as is the usual way with friends,

IL MILIONE, because he was forever talking of millions

of people and millions of this and millions of that.

Nonethless, his were the stories that awakened the Western
world and even influenced romantic literature for centuries

to come. However, the most important thing was that the

"Travels of Marco Polo" set a pattern for others to follow.

During the ensuing centuries other explorers sailed away
to unknown lands and brought back new ideas and these

also may have been attributed to Marco. One thing is sure,

it was after his voyage to China that the Western world
learned of the use of paper for printing and movable block
type. If Marco is responsible for this alone, all that he ever

FIFTY-TWO THOUSAND
(Continued from Page 13)

strenuous job of keeping track of the mailing lists.

The man who doesn't receive his CONSERVATIONIST
is apt to feel slighted and hurt and rightly so even though

has has moved to another address or perhaps requested the

magazine and given the right address but failed to state

his old address or perhaps even to put the name of the

city in which he lives . . . postmarks aren't always legible.

Also, after these mountains of magazines are received in

the basement of the Wild Life and Fisheries commission

building at New Orleans there's the task of breaking them

down into cord bound packages after they have been ad-

dressed because you can't dump a mountain of magazines on

the post office. P. O. Officials frown upon such procedures

and as a matter of fact just won't allow it. As for an

instance . . . servicemen's mail must be packaged and

marked for certain areas, likewise magazines going to cities

and areas must be bundled and labeled separately. Any post

office destination to which more than five copies are sent

must be labeled and bundled separately. Then there are the

out-of-state people—reciprocal publications and foreign agen-

cies lists that must be specially handled, all of this eventually

lands in the hands of Mrs. Nell Roberts, who besides operat-

ing one of the addressograph machines makes the necessary

corrections and adjustments in the master files after they

have been worked out by Mr. Burleigh.

In charge of the division which addresses the overall bulk

of the magazines is Clarence
J.

Fortier who operates the

master addressograph and is assisted by William A. Mills

III, who also operates the graphotype which punches the

new stencils and keeps the stencil file up-to-date. Then
again, Fortier, Mills and Mrs. Roberts have the mimeograph

machines which turn out interoffice communications and the

all important news releases which come down from the Divi-

sion of Education and Publicity and must be run off, ad-

dressed and run through the mailing machine in real short

order and at any time during working hours and posted im-

mediately. In charge of the mail, posting of letters and pack-

ages is Mrs. Annie M. Mangiarcina, the mail clerk who
weighs, gathers and runs through the post meter all postal

communications leaving the office during the day.

Then, while he isn't doing anything, Mr. Burleigh keeps

track of almost a half million hunting, trapping and angling

licenses issued by the department annually. It is his task to

issue the license books from his stock to the various depart-

ments of the commission and keep track of their serial num-
bers and these must jibe with the returned used and unused

books issued which are kept on file in the vaults in the

basement of the building for five years.

Some times the battle of getting the CONSERVATIONIST
out to the readers starts even before it reaches the Service

Division because to date no transfer company has been able

to pick up and deliver the magazines to Mr. Burleigh on
schedule. Sometimes the transfer of the freight takes three

days for the ninety miles they must travel from the printer

in Baton Rouge and seems an insurmountable problem to

the truckers and when they don't arrive the phone calls start

and alibis are manufactured that would put Baron Munchau-
sen to shame. Through it all Mr. Burleigh keeps his com-

posure and sometimes comes down to the office on Saturday

or a holiday to await patiently the arrival of the belated

truck so that he can get the crew to work first thing in the

morning.

But Mr. Burleigh can take it . . . the secret? ... up to

eleven years ago he was the auditor for the New Orleans

Country Club.

Louisiana Conservationist



FISHING IS GOOD IN LOUISIANA

David Bell of Baton Rouge can barely get this string of blue- Spring Bayou and its sister lakes and streams near Marks-
gill bream out of the water. The fish were caught in Old ville continues to give up some of the largest chinquapins
River just west of Morganza in Pointe Coupee Parish. Now and bluegills in the entire state. Tom Hicks of Baton Rouge
that the water is falling in this lake, the bream, sac-a-lait is shown above getting ready to ice-box a one pound, seven
and black bass are giving the anglers many pleasant hours ounce chinquapin. A party of four, including Dr. Alton De
of recreation and lots of meat for the table. Nux of Marksville, recently caught more than a hundred

of the pound size bream.

Rep. Spencer Myrick of West Carroll and W. McFarland
Long of Lake Providence are shown above with a string of

12 black bass ranging from two to five pounds. The bass

were caught in land-locked Old River in East Carroll parish

on a top-running "lucky 13." The water was muddy from
the over-flowing Mississippi, pushing the fish into the shal-

low areas. Thousands of lunkers were caught in the waters
of Old River in a two-week period during the month of May.



She shows Outdoor Writers how to fish!


